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I've gone through Fenn's Chinese-English Pocket Dictionary (kFenn, kFennIndex) and Mathews' Chinese-English Dictionary (kMatthews) to cull definitions and Mandarin readings where there were none. I've found the following characters can have kMandarin values given them based on these authorities (plus one from the Hanyu Da Zidian):

U+348B 嬄 sī
U+34EE 前 diāo
U+37D7 幽 bīn
U+38FA 小 xīn
U+3A85 龢 gèng
U+3BC3 亙 qī
U+3BFD 予 bīn
U+4103 燜 yāng
U+4674 篏 xiān
U+4C17 選 jiǔ
U+4C7D 鰤 chāng
U+FA18 礼 lǐ
U+20041 罟 tòu
U+2009D 中 zā
U+2353C 样 gān
U+24360 熱 rè
U+24514 焉 luán
U+25081 煳 yán
U+27039 漏 zhè
U+27DB6 魋 fàn
U+2F835 灰 huī
U+2B825 烏 lòu
U+2BBAC 壌 jiàng
U+2BF1B 拢 diào
U+2BF6E 搅 dǎng
U+2C037 龁 shāng
U+2C19B 殙 nào
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